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A. Jar vet: Influence of hydrological Conditions on the Ecological State of Shallow Lake 
V6rtsjiirv. - Geografie - Sbornik CGS, 109, 2, pp. 129-144 (2004). - Lake V6rtsjarv as 
a very shallow (mean depth 2.8 m) water-body and considerable water level fluctuations 
cause changes in both the surface area and volume of the lake. Due to the shallowness of 
the lake, low level periods are accompanied by several phenomena detrimental to its 
ecosystem, like cyanophyte blooms, overgrowing with macrophytes, resuspension of 
phosphorous compounds, restricted spawning places for pike and winter fish kills. In the 
years of low water level the perspectives to catch in established fishing sites using 
particular gear as well as access to harbours are hindered. Causal relations between the 
water regime and ecological state of the lake V6rtsjarv have been discussed in this paper. 
KEY WORDS: shallow lake - water regime - ice cover - ecological state - water 
management. 

1. Introduction 

L. V6rtsjarv (Fig. 1) as a very shallow (mean depth 2.8 m) lake and 
considerable water level fluctuations cause changes in both the surface area 
and volume of the lake. During the highest (35.28 m) level, its surface area 
was estimated at 326 km2, and the volume at 1.213 km3• At the lowest water
stand (32.20 m), these values were 237 km2 and 0.383 km3, respectively. 
Thus, the surface area of the lake may vary by the value of 89 km2 and the 
volume by 830 km3• The shallowness together with the large amplitude of 
water level fluctuations (annual mean 1.38 m, annual maximum 2.20 m, 
absolute range 2.92 m) cause fish kills in severe winter, intensive 
resuspension of sediments, intensive growth of macrophytes and cyanophyte 
blooms during low-level periods. In 1965 macrophytes covered only 15 % of 
the lake's area, since then their area has expanded remarkably (Haberman et 
al 1998). Due to the prevalence of westerly winds, the reed belt (mainly 
Phragmites australis and Schoenoplectus lacustris) is continuous and lush at 
the sheltered western shore and broken at the open eastern shore. The 
narrow southern tip of L. V6rtsjarv is fully covered with macrophytes 
(Nuphar lutea and Potamogeton lucens are prevailing). 

Hydrological observation data of shallow lakes are valuable indicators of 
long-term variation not only of water regime, also ecolOgical conditions. Over 
the years the lake varied conSiderably with respect to depth and volume and 
as result to surface area. During the last ten-twenty years, the influence of 
hydrological factors on the ecological state on L. V6rtsjarv has come into 
focus. A second reason for the increasing interest is that lake restoration (lake 
management) by connected measures of hydrological regulation and biological 
manipulation seems more effective than separated activity. 
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Fig. 1 - Location map of Lake Vortsjiirv 
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Changes of climatological conditions, which are reflected by cyclic 
fluctuation in the water regime and ice conditions over the long period, 
influence obviously to hydrophysical, and also hydrochemical and 
hydrobiological processes in the lake. The state variables of water quality are 
connected with hydrometeorological factors directly or indirectly. For 
example, an increase of the average depth of the lake results in a decrease of 
bottom irradiance and in the reduction of water column irradiance (Reinart 
1999). The temporal variation of both quantity and type of ice influence the 
amount and type oflight entering a lake, which in turn effects such processes 
as photosynthesis and oxygen production in the water masses under ice cover. 

The main objectives of this study were: 
1. Due to flat shores and small depth, fluctuations in the water level of L. 

V6rtsjarv are expressed with the changes large differences in morphometry 
and ecological conditions of lake. 

2. According to shallowness, the ice cover has an important role in the 
formation of lake ecological conditions in a winter period. By hydrological 
characteristics it is possible to explain the winter condition of L. V6rtsjarv 
by active volume, and corresponding mean depth. 

3. The annual cycle of weather conditions of water environment can be 
divided into seasons, which are described by qualitatively different 
climatological characteristics. The criteria for climatic seasons of lakes 
based on seasonal variability of water temperature and ice phenomena 
characteristics. 

4. The ecological state of a Lake V6rtsjarv can be improved with the 
regulation of water level, because the strong dependence of ecological state 
on the water level is characteristic for relatively dry years and seasons. 
It can be reported that water level has a very clear effect on the oxygen 

concentration during low water and long ice cover period. The increasing 
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height of the water level was the single independent environmental factor 
demonstrating a clear fluctuations behaviour. Other environmental factors 
being rather constant, this smooth continuous trend offered a unique 
possibility to follow changes in the ecosystem (N6ges et al 1998). The 
characteristic features of the annual hydrological cycle of L. V6rtsjarv are 
a low water level in winter and a high water level in spring, which decreases 
gradually during summer and early autumn and is followed by a smaller peak 
in late autumn. The daily variation of the water level is within the range of 
centimetres, the monthly variation within the range of decimetres, but the 
annual amplitude exceeds 2 m. 

The seasonal behaviour of nutrient compounds and their ratio (NO/Ntot, 
PO/Ptot) is different under changed hydrological conditions, because shallow 
lakes are more efficient in converting the available phosphorous and nitrogen 
into phytoplankton biomass (Nixdorf, Deneke 1997). For example, the 
proportion of mineral nitrogen in L. V6rtsjarv had its maximum (40-75 % of 
Ntot) in January and decreased gradually to about zero in the end of summer 
(N6ges et a11997). The high winter water level ofPO/Ptot dropped sharply in 
May, shortly after the ice break. 

Optical properties of water as well as the mixing depth and resuspension 
rate of sediments, all determined by the water level, come to the forefront in 
the case of shallow and turbid L. V6rtsjarv where light limitation plays 
a major role in controlling phytoplankton growth (N6ges 1995). The influence 
of changes in the water level on different trophic levels is either direct or 
mediated by cascading effects in the food chain. 

2. Long-term fluctuations of water level 

The water level in the lake is fluctuating continuously in response to 
external factors. Variations in the level may be either relatively rapid, as in 
the case of seasonal variation, or long-term with a duration of several years. 
These differences vary in time, due to different precipitation, evaporation, in
and outflow patterns. Changes in the water level can be observed most clearly 
and most rapidly in shallow lakes whose catchment area exceeds the lakes 
surface at least 5-10 times. For L. V6rtsjarv with the catchment area of 
3 104 km2 this index is 11.5 at mean water level. 

The harmful effect on the hydrological factors on the ecological and 
shoreline zone management becomes apparent under the following 
hydrological conditions: 
- flood - monthly mean water level above 34.50 m; 
- small depth of the lake - monthly mean water level below 33.00 m. 

Both extremely high (over 35.00 m) and extremely low water level (below 
32.50 m) have detrimental effects. In summer, during shallow water periods, 
small depth and lake volume and intensive primary production are a problem, 
and during floods the land use in the shoreline area and the traffic on small 
roads become complicated. 

The aim of the analysis of long-term water regime was to detect 
statistically significant changes since 1871. The periodicity in long-term 
series of climate indicators of lakes is a very interesting and important issue 
for forecasting and economic purposes. Cyclic changes observed in nature 
have their sources in the global and regional variability of atmospheric 
circulation. Fluctuations in the water level in L. V6rtsjarv over the years are 
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Fig. 2 - Long-period ch anges in annual maximum and minimum water level of Lake 
V6rt sjarv 

considerable and seemingly quite random. Long-term water level 
measurements in L. V6rtsjarv show a sinusoidal alternation of low and high 
water states. Long-term changes in water regime can be seen most clearly in 
the dynamics of the minimum water level of a year (Fig. 2). 

In order to demonstrate periodicities or cycles, spectral analysis is used. 
Using this method makes long-term periodicities visible and several periods 
can be identified. Figure 3 presents the results of the spectral analysis. 
Several peaks appear in the spectra. Altogether three groups of periodicity 
were detected: 
1. short periods with a spectral peak at 3.6 years 
2. medium periods at 6.4 years 
3. long periods with a length between 24 and 32 years. 

The spectral peak at 25 .6 years seems to have an exceptional position. The 
identified very long periodicities - 64 and 128 years - are questionable in 
comparison with shorter spectral peaks, because the length of the time series 
was 128 years. Periodic fluctuations of water level with a 25-33-year period 
are characteristic of not only Estonia, but also of a much larger area in North 
Europe (North-West Russia, Latvia, Lithuania, southern part of Finland). 
Several authors (Libin, Jaani 1989; Behrendt, Stellmacher 1987; Hiltunen 
1994) reported similar results for different large lakes in the northen part of 
Europe. Fluctuations with approximately the same time period were found for 
lakes Peipsi (Jaani 1996) and Ladoga and also in recent studies of river runoff 
change in Finland (Hiltunen 1994) and in the runoff coefficient in Estonia 
(Jarvet 1995). Reap (1986) concluded on the basis of spectral analysis of L. 
Peipsi water level time series that the cycles of 6.1-6.4, 10-11 and 80-90 
years are more evident, because the difference of main features of water 
regime between the two lakes is not significant. 

The period since the beginning of the 1960s has been relatively dry 
compared with the earlier time, which is reflected by the long-term water 
level curve, with more frequent and longer low level (below 33.00 m) periods. 
Provided that the same periodicity continues, it is possible to forecast the 
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water regime in the near future. The negative phase (lower water level) if 
should last until the end of the 2010es, in the case of the 30-year fluctuation. 

An analysis of the changes in the water level a six-year shift shows that 
periodic fluctuations have quite a stable character. It appears from a visual 
comparison (Fig. 2) that strong periodicity exists for periods of about 30 years. 
Level changes over the 20th century show a general tendency to a decrease, 
although periodic increases can be observed. 

There is a strong connection between the periodic fluctuations of 
precipitation and changes in the hydrological regime in Estonia. Significant 
periodical changes in the water level of lakes are closely related to changes in 
precipitation and, to a lesser extent to the amount of evaporation. Data on the 
shifts of the spectral behaviour of water level can be obtained from the 
precipitation time series. The corrected time-series of spatial mean annual 
precipitation in Estonia indicates a clear periodicity (Jaagus 1998): cycles of 
50-60, 25-33 and 5-7 years were detected. Temporal variability of 
evaporation is much lower than that of the runoff of rivers and water level of 
lakes. When annual precipitation in Estonia is less than 650 mm, then water 
level will depend on precipitation, and evaporation is stable (Jarvet 1998). 
Based on the comparison of water balance elements, it can be concluded that 
the temporal variability of the water level of Lake Vortsjarv is much higher 
than the variability of precipitation. 

3. Long-term trends in thermal conditions 

Typical variables of water climate, such as monthly mean water 
temperature, are not the best variables to describe ecological conditions 
associated with annual cycles in the organic activity in lakes. Therefore, 
climatic seasons, characterized by their start date and duration, are applied 
(Jarvet 2000, 2001). Seven climatic seasons of water-bodies have been 
distinguished in Estonia. The climatic seasons of lakes are defined by water 
temperature and ice cover characteristics (date of the beginning and the end 
ice phenomena and ice cover). The seasons of colder half-year (late autumn, 
winter, early spring) determined only by ice data. A closed annual cycle 
consists of a sequence of regularity alternating ecological phases, which are 
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Tab. 1- Statistics oftemporal variability for start date of climatic seasons of Lake V6rtsjarv 
by linear trend line in 1946-2000 

Statistics 

Slope 
in 1946 
in 2000 
Change 
p value 

lS-X 

IS-Vrn 

IS-VI 

IS-IV 

I4-II 

IS-XII 

IS-X ' 

Early Winter Early Spring Summer Autumn Late 
winter spring autumn 
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Fig. 4 - Long-term series and linear trends for start dates of climatic seasons L. V6rtsjarv 

expressed using beginning dates, duration and intervals. The thermal 
characteristics of lakes are particularly responsive to changes in the weather 
and frequently amplify the effects of regional-scale variations in the 
circulation of the atmosphere. 

Results of linear regression analysis of long-term series indicate the 
presence of some long-term changes. Changes in trend in Table 1 are 
differences between trend-line values calculated for years 2000 and 1947. 
Positive changes show a tendency for climatic seasons to start later and vice 
versa (Tab. 1). 

Climatic seasons of Lake V6rtsjarv for the whole year tend to begin earlier, 
except early winter and winter, which start at same time. A statistically 
significant trend was determined only for the start date of early spring 
(beginning of break-up of ice-cover), also for the beginning of spring (daily 
mean water temperature increase above 4 'C). Start dates of early spring 
have shifted on L. V6rtsjarv from 17 April to 31 March. 

The summer period (from spring to late autumn) has lengthened by 1 week 
during the 55year period. Most significant trend was obtained for winter (ice 
cover period). The shortening of the winter season by 17 days is calculated. 
A statistically significant trend was determined only for the beginning date of 
early spring - significance at p<O.05 level. Other clearly trends were obtained 
for early winter and autumn, but statistically not significant due to the high 
temporal variability of the time series (Fig. 4). 

The summer half year (period from the beginning of spring to the end of 
late autumn) has lengthened during 55 years on L. V6rtsjarv 9 days. The 
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periods of rapid warming tended to occur earlier in the year and there was an 
associated extension in the length of the biological summer. The shortening of 
the winter season by 18 and 16 days is statistically significant. All the long
term tendencies observed in Estonian large lakes are in a good accordance 
with the trend of increasing mean air temperature during winter and spring 
seasons, and with the trend of decreasing spatial mean snow cover duration 
(Jaagus, Ahas 2000). 

4. Influence of summertime hydrological conditions on the 
ecological state 

Quantitative responses of the biota to increased nutrient loading are 
adequate in a nutrient-limited environment but can differ in a wide range in 
the case of other limitations. Optical properties of water as well as the mixing 
depth and resuspension rate of sediments, all determined by the water level, 
come to the forefront in the case of shallow and turbid L. Vortsjarv where 
light limitation plays a major role in controlling phytoplankton growth (Noges 
1995). Despite the rather stable nutrient content the biological indices of the 
trophic state fluctuate strongly depending on water richness. The influence of 
changes in the water level on different trophic levels is either direct or 
mediated by cascading effects in the food chain. 

Wind-exposed northern and eastern coasts of the lake are bordered with 
a mostly continuous belt of Phragmites australis (Cav.) Trin. ex Steud., 
followed by submerged Potamogeton perfoliatus L. at a depth of about 2 m. 
Only in places exposed to the strongest wave action, the reed-beds become 
narrow or fragmentary, often separated from the shore by a shallow open 
water area. The western coast is richer in vegetation. The zone of floating
leaved plants - Nuphar luteum (L.) Smith - is distinct in places, while the 
zone of submerged vegetation is everywhere well formed. The southern corner 
of the lake is fully overgrown with macrophytes. Depending on fluctuations in 
the water level the abundance and distribution boundaries of different species 
vary greatly. Besides eutrophication, also lasting low-level periods in dry 
years contribute to the broadening of reed-bed areas. 

Water level controls phytoplankton biomass in L. V6rtsjarv both through 
light conditions and nutrient availability. During periods of high water level, 
large amounts of phosphorus are accumulated in the sediments while 
phytoplankton is mainly light-limited. In the periods of low water level, light 
conditions improve and sediment disturbance enriches the water more with 
phosphorus than with nitrogen. As a result, nitrogen limitation is switched 
on, and nitrogen-fixing species get an advantage in competition (N6ges et al, 
1998). 

Water level is one of the main factors determining to a great extent the 
success of spawning and hence the abundance and catches of many fish 
species. In L. V6rtsjarv water level has a particular significant effect on the 
abundance of pike, which lays its eggs in overflooded shallow places (as a rule, 
up to 0.5 m), mostly on dead vegetation. In the case of high water level, the 
spawning areas of pike are rather extensive, which lays a firm foundation for 
the formation of a strong pike generation. There is an evident positive 
correlation (r = 0.45; n = 30; p < 0.01) between mean water level in spring and 
pike catch in the lake (Jarvalt, Pihu 2002). As a rule, abundant pike catches 
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Fig. 5 - A correlation between annual pike catch and mean water level 
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follow, with a 4-5year delay, periods of high water level, and small catches 
occur, with a similar delay, after periods of low water level. This is in 
accordance with the age composition of pike catches in L. Vortsjarv, where 
usually 4-5year-old specimens are dominating. On the ground of an 
experimental trawl catch a still stronger positive correlation (r = 0.61; n = 23; 
p < 0.01) was found between the abundance of a particular pike generation 
and water level in the spawning period (April-May) in the lake (Fig. 5; 
Jarvalt, Pihu 2002). 

5. Influence of wintertime hydrological conditions on the ecological 
state 

Investigation about long-term changes of water and ice regime on L. 
Vortsjarv gives some information not only about the hydrological conditions, 
but also about the trends and changes of ecological conditions caused by ice 
cover and water retention time. Winter conditions of a lake, especially the 
oxygen amount and concentration in water depend upon the duration of ice 
cover, thickness of ice and snow. 

Ice cover has an essential part in the formation of lake ecological 
conditions, especially in a winter period (Fig. 6). Several winter fish kills (in 
1939, 1948, 1967, 1969, 1978, 1987) have been documented on the L. 
Vortsjarv during this century. Most of them (1939, 1948, 1967, 1969) 
coincided with low-level periods and, hence, with a higher primary production 
in the preceding summer and oxygen depletion during winter. Important 
indices of water-body climate factors are the duration and thickness of ice 
cover and from a lake volume point the ice volume. 

To calculate a changes in lake morphometry, the lake volume, surface area, 
and average depth were determined at maximum ice thickness, which 
corresponds with wintertime minimum water level. By hydrological 
characteristics it is possible to explain the wintertime ecological conditions of 
lake by active volume, and corresponding mean depth. In calculating active 
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volume the ice volume (or dead volume) is subtracted from the total volume, 
as the volume of ice is actually temporary unused water for the lake 
ecosystems (Fig. 7). 

The annual maximum ice volume ranges from 69.7 mil m 3 (in 1961) to 
247.5 mil. m3 (in 1942). The mean ice volume (in 1925-1997) on L. V6rtsjarv 
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Tab. 2 - The duration of years by minimum wintertime water level and maximum ice 
thickness (cm) 

Water level Extremely Very high High Middle Low Very low Extremely Total, 
high low average 

Number 
of years 1 4 9 11 16 17 15 73 
Ice 
thickness 40 38 59 53 52 53 62 54 
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Fig. 8 - Long-period changes in water and ice volume (106 m3) during yearly maximum ice 
thickness 

was 138.4 mil. m3, which constitutes 20.2 % from the total lake volume in 
maximum ice thickness time. Thus almost 1/5 ofthe total water mass is in the 
frozen sate in March. For the different years studied, this percentage varied 
from 7.9 (in 1930) to 54.0 (in 1942). However, in 1930 the total volume of the 
lake exceeded to 0.893 km3 , but in 1942 only 0.459 km3 ; difference 0.434 km3 

or 1.95 times. The calculated active mean depth was 2.97 and 0.94 m, 
respectively. The years with less precipitation associate with colder winters 
as can be seen on Lake V6rtsjarv in colder winters, when ice cover is thicker 
and stays longer (Table 2, Fig. 8). 

The worst ecological conditions at L. V6rtsjarv were formed in a winter 
period, where, in case oflow water level (monthly mean below 33.00), there is 
a thick ice cover (> 50 cm) and a ice-cover duration is long (> 130 days), as 
represent the Figure 9 about relationship between O2 concentration and ice 
cover parameters. From ice cover duration over 130 days, the O2 

concentration at a bottom lower 3 mg/l. The dissolved oxygen content in the 
wintertime at ice thickness over 60 cm, as a rule, did not exceed 3 mg/l also, 
which is a value for critical level. 

It is assumed that ice cover parameters are correlated with water level and 
oxygen conditions in the winter (Fig. 9 and Fig. 10). All of them are statistically 
Significant on p < 0.05 confidence level. Higher correlation is observed for O2 

content in bottom layer (Table 3) than in surface part. At a bottom the 
concentrations of O2 were always lower measured in the upper layers. It can be 
explained by the fact that there are often observed the depletion of O2 for 
bottom sediment oxidation and surface layer is characterised sometimes in 
March by photo synthetical aeration - the algal activity just under the ice. 

The winter of 1995/1996 has been another example of the disastrous 
consequences of the low water level. After the highly productive summer of 
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Tab. 3 - Regression equations rela ting ice cover duration (days) and maximum ice thickness 
(cm) t o O2 minimum concentration (mg/!) in water (n = 28) 

x-variable Equation r p 

Surface layer 
Ice cover duration y = -0.06 x + 17.67 0.366 0.055 
Ice thickness y = -0.15 x + 16.91 0.417 0.027 

Bottom layer 
Ice cover duration y = -0.10 x +16.76 0.486 0.009 
Ice thickness y = -0.21 x + 15.22 0.533 0.003 

16 16 -----
y = 0,0034x2 - 0,57x + 24,5 y = -0,1047x + 17,81 
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Fig. 9 - The correlation between ice cover characteristics and wintertime minimum 
dissolved 0 2 content (mg/l) in water : left - durat ion (days), right - thickness (cm) in 
1968- 2000 
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Fig. 10 - Correlation between ice cover characteristics and a minimum water level in winter 

1995 the lake was frozen at an extremely low level. The winter has been cold 
and the lake has been covered by thick ice (-0.6 m) and snow (-0.3 m ). There 
have been no thaws from mid-December till the beginning of March. The 
lowest oxygen concentrations during the studied 30 years (2.3 mg.I-1 just 
below the ice, 0.4 mg.l-1 in the bottom layer) were registered on 1st March. 

Very low oxygen concentration in L. V6rtsjarv in the winter of 1996 can 
precisely be explained by low water level and a large amount of ice (31.5 % 
from total water mass of the lake). The lowest oxygen concentrations during 
the last 35 years (2.3 mg.l-1 just below the ice, 0.4 mg.l-1 in the bottom layer) 
were registered on 1 March 1996 (N6ges et al1998). The winter of 1986/1987 
has been an example ofthe disastrous consequences of a long winter, thick ice 
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and snow cover. After the highly productive summer of 1986 the lake was 
frozen in November. The winter has been cold and the lake has been covered 
by thick ice (0.64 m) and the thickness of snow cover was recorded in the 
beginning of March 0.41 m. 

6. Improving the ecological state by water level regulation 

Lake Vortsjarv with its large drainage area, bad outflow conditions and flat 
shores is a complicated object for water level regulation. The requirements of 
fishery, agriculture, recreation and navigation must be taken into account 
while designing the regulation scheme. By analysing the hydrological regime 
and the duration and thickness of ice cover we can draw some conclusions for 
water level regulation. Consideration of other reasons and conditions for 
water level regulations may alter the importance of hydrological factors to 
some extent, but they will remain the main ones, which even if the water level 
is regulated, determine the possibilities of lake management. The following 
goals can be set: 
- to reduce both the annual and long-term water level fluctuations; 
- to prevent low level and to keep the level as high and as stable as possible; 
- to raise the flood level so as to form water-meadows, i.e. the water level 

must exceed 34.4 m; 
- to prevent the regulated maximum level from exceeding natural maxima in 

order to avoid flooding of buildings and roads; 
- to guarantee the sanitary minimum flow in the River Emajogi (outflow L. 

Vortsjarv). 
Outflow calculations showed that a constraint level regulation of 

L.Vortsjarv is impossible as it would requires far better outflow conditions. 
Nineteen regulation scenarios were tested in which the minimum levels 
varied from 33.0 to 33.7 m, the maximum levels from 34.0 to 34.8 m, and the 
difference between minimum and maximum levels from 0.6 to 1.8 m. By 
blocking the outflow it would be possible to prevent dropping of the water 
level below the set minimum value, however the level might be higher than 
desired in years of large runoff from the drainage area. Lowering the set 
minimum level is not recommended, as it would result in a decrease of 
maximum levels by 30-50 cm in dry years, but only by 5 cm in wet years. The 
regulated maximum level can be lower than the set maximum in dry years 
and exceed the latter in rainy years. 

All requirements would be satisfied in the best way when using the 
following regulation scheme: filling of the lake proceeds in April-May when 
the regulator is closed. Lowering of the water level starts in the second half 
of May at the maximum flow rate determined by the outflow conditions, until 
it reaches the set minimum (usually in September). The water level would 
increase slightly in November and December. In years when the lake cannot 
be regulated due to the high level in the outflow, or due to excessive inflow, 
the regulator would be opened and the natural regime established. It would 
be reasonable to keep the minimum level at 33.7 m which is the long-term 
average and to which the level can be lowered in most cases (75 % of years). 
The regulated maximum water level is to be 34.8 m in which case forced 
maxima would reach 35.6 m. 

As a result of regulation measures water level dynamics does not change 
much. It will generally follow the natural pattern but will proceed at a higher 
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level and will have a smaller amplitude. The level will be about 1 m higher 
during low-water periods. Extraordinary high levels do not exceed much 
natural maxima, as the natural level equals at 1 % probability 35.50 m and 
the regulated level 35.6 m. The annual mean amplitude of level fluctuations 
will decrease by 0.3 m (from 1.4 to 1.1 m), the annual maximum amplitude by 
more than 1 m. 

7. Conclusions 

The most important problem of L. V6rtsjarv is the fluctuation of its level. 
The lower level is the result of climate change causing both decreased river 
inflow and increased effective evaporation. Low water periods, making up 
10 % of the total number of days according to the observation data, are 
harmful to the ecological conditions of the lake. The active volume of the lake 
is the smallest with shallow water level (mean below 33.00 m in March) and 
thick ice cover in winters, which may cause a decrease in the oxygen content 
below the critical level, Le. <2-3 mg/l. 

Lasting low-water periods in L. V6rtsjarv are accompanied by a number of 
adverse biological phenomena consisting generally in destabilizing of the 
ecosystem. An increase in phytoplankton and bacterioplankton biomass 
deteriorates the transparency and gas regime of the lake. Low-level periods 
accelerate the overgrowing of shallow coastal areas with macrophytes and 
deteriorates the spawning conditions for pike by restriction of spawning 
places and for pike-perch by the spawn being buried under sediments. 
Greatest success would be achieved by reducing sediment resuspension and 
by strengthening light limitation on phytoplankton, which would control 
primary production and the amount of particulate matter in the water. 

The analysis of the factors that influence the ecological state of Lake 
V6rtsjarv in winter, confirm that the main cause of variability are the water 
level and ice thickness. The results indicate that water level has a very clear 
effect on the O2 content during low water-stand and long ice cover period. The 
active volume of the lake is the smallest with shallow water level (mean below 
33.00 in March) and thick ice cover (> 50-60 cm) in winters, which may cause 
the decrease of oxygen content below critical level - <2-3 mg/l. But even 
a small change in ice cover and water level characteristics during mild 
winters has a significant positive influence on a ecological state. 

With high water level, the overflooding of large areas causes problems 
mainly for agriculture and forestry. By means of the regulation of the water 
regime, by raising the minimum and maintaining the optimum level, 
conditions in the lake can be improved. Regulation of water level, especially 
by raising the minimum level, would have the positive effects on the ecological 
state of the lake. To decreasing the ice cover influence on L. V6rtsjarv 
ecosystems it is necessary to keep regulated winter water level on 
33.50-33.70, as recommended. Water level regulation (Le. low water 
elevation) can favourably affect L. V6rtsjarv, but the construction of 
regulating facilities mostly depends on economic factors. Taking into 
consideration the very small slope of the outflow Emaj6gi R., the water level 
regulation of the lake by an early-planned scheme is aggravated at least by 
50 % of years. It is not possible to avoid inundations by regulation facilities. 
Their danger and duration may even increase with regulated higher water 
level. 
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Shrnuti 

VLIV HYDROLOGICKYCH PODMINEK NA EKOLOGICKY STAY MELKEHO JEZERA 
VORTS 

Jezero Varts v Estonsku je velmi melke (pnimema hloubka vody 2,8 m) a znacne kolf
sani jeho urovne vyvolliva zmeny jak pokud jde 0 jeho rozlohu, tak pokud jde 0 jeho objem 
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vody. Ph nejvyssim stavu vody (35,28 m) je jeho plocha odhadovana na 326 km2 a objem na 
1.213 km3• Pfi nejnizsim stavu vody (32,20 m) cini tyto hodnoty 237 km2 a 383 km3• Tedy 
rozloha plochy se lisi 0 89 km2 a objem 0 830 km3• 

ZmE'my klimatickych podminek, ktere se promitaji v cyklickem kolisani vodniho systemu 
a ledovych podminek po dlouhe obdobi, ovlivnuji zfetelne hydrofyzik8.lni a take hydroche
micke a hydrobiologicke procesy v jezefe. Promenlivy stay kvality vody je spojen s hydro
meteorologickymi faktory primo nebo neprimo. N apriklad zvyseni prumerneho stavu vody 
v jezefe vede ke snizeni ozafeni dna a ke snizeni ozafeni vodniho sloupce. Pfechodna zme
na jak mnozstvi, tak druhu ledu, ovlivnuje mnozstvi a druh svetla pronikajiciho do jezera, 
coz pus obi na takove procesy jako je fotosynteza a produkce kysliku ve vodnich masach pod 
ledovou pokrYvkou. Opticke vlastnosti vody stejne jako menici se hloubka a menici se podil 
usazenin, coz je urcovano stavem vody, vystupuje do popfedi v pfipade melcin a zakaleni 
jezera Vorts, kde nedostatek svetla rna velkou roli ph regulaci rustu fytoplanktonu. 

Vliv zmen stavu vody na ruznych trofickych urovnich rna prime nebo zprostfedkovane 
stupnovite ucinky na potravni fetezec. 

Skodlivy ucinek hydrologickych faktoru na ekologickou a melCinovou oblast nastava zfe
telne v dusledku nasledujicich hydrologickych podminek: zaplavy - mesicni uroven vody 
nad 34,50 m, mala hloubka jezera - mesicni uroven vody pod 33,00 m. 

Jak extremne vysoky (nad 35,00 m), tak i extremne nizky stay vody (pod 32,50 m) maji 
skodlive ucinky. V lete behem obdobi nizkeho stavu vody, se mala hloubka a objem jezera 
a intenzivni primarni produkce stava problemem a behem zaplav take. 

Ke znazorneni periodicity cyklu byla vyuzita spektr8.lni analyza. Pouziti teto metody zvi
ditelnilo dlouhodobou periodicitu a nektera obdobi mohla byt identifikovana. Tabulka 3 
uvadi vysledky spektr8.lnich analYz. Ve spektru se objevuji nektere vrcholy. Soucasne byly 
zjisteny th skupiny periodicity: kratka obdobi se spektralnim vrcholem za 3,6 roku, stfed
ni obdobi za 6,4 roku, dlouha obdobi 0 deIce mezi 24 a 32 roky. 

Zda se, ze spektralni vrchol za 25,8 let rna vyjimecne postaveni. Byla zjistena velmi dlou
ha periodicita - 64 a 128 let -, coz je problematicke ve srovnani s kratsimi spektralnimi vr
choly, protoze delka casovych fad byla 128 let. 

Ledova pokryvka je zakladni soucasti pH tvorbe ekologickych podminek jezera, zejmena 
v zimnim obdobi. Nekolik zimnich uhynu ryb (v letech 1939, 1948, 1967, 1969, 1978, 1987) 
bylo v jezefe Vorts dokumentovano behem minuleho stoleti. K vetsine z nich (1939, 1948, 
1967, 1969) doslo v obdobich s nizkym stavem vody a z duvodu vyssi zakladni produkce 
v pfedchazejicim lete a vycerpani kysliku behem zimy. Dulezitymi ukazateli klimatickych _ 
faktoru stavu vody je delka a sila ledove pokryvky a pomer objemu vody jezera k objemu le
duo 

Odhady zmen v morfometrii jezera, objemu vody v jezefe, rozsahu plochy a prumerne 
hloubky vychazely z maximalni sily ledu, coz odpovida zimnimu minimu urovne vody. Hyd
rologickymi charakteristikami lze vysvetlit zimni ekologicke podminky jezera pokud jde 
o pohyblivy objem vody a odpovidajici hloubku. PH vypoctu pohybliveho objemu je objem le
du (cili pevny objem) odecten od celkoveho objemu, protoze objem ledu je docasne nevyuzi
ta voda pro udrzovani ekosystemu. 

Rocni maximum objemu ledu se pohybuje od 69,7 mil m3 (v roce 1961) do 247,5 mil. m3 

(v roce 1942). Prumerny stay objemu ledu (v letech 1925 -1997) najezefe Vorts cinill38,4 
mil m3, coz cini 20,2 % z celkoveho objemujezera v dobe maxim8.lni ledove pokryYky. Temer 
115 celkove masy vody je zmrzla v bfeznu. Bylo vypocteno, ze toto procento v ruznych letech 
kolisalo od 7,9 (v roce 1930) do 54,0 (v roce 1942). Avsak v roce 1930 celkovy objem jezera 
pfevysoval 893 km3, zatim co v roce 1942 cinil pouze 459 km3, rozdil tedy pfedstavoval 
434 km3 cili 1,95nasobek. Vypoctena hloubka pohyblive vody cinila v prislusnych letech 
2,97 a 0,94 m. Byly to roky s nizsimi srazkami ve spojeni s chladnejsimi zimami, jak to by
va na jezefe Vorts v chladnejsich zimach, kdy ledova pokryYka je silnejsi a vyddi dele. 

Horsi ekologicke podminky na jezefe Vorts vznikaly v zimnim obdobi, kdy v pfipade niz
keho stavu vody (mesicni prumer nizsi nez 33,00), je zde ledova pokryvka 0 sile > 50 cm) 
a vyddi dele (> 130 dnl) jak uvadi tabulka 9 0 vzajemnych vztazich mezi koncentraci kys
liku a parametry ledove pokryvky. PH ledove pokrYvce trvajici dele nez 30 dni je koncent
race u dna nizsi nez 3 mgll. Obsah kysliku v zimnim obdobi pH sile ledu vyssi nez 60 cm, 
jak je pravidlem, nepfesahuje take 3 mgll, coz je hodnota na kriticke urovni. 

Odhaduje se, ze parametry ledove pokryvky odpovidaji urovni vody a kyslikovym pod
minkam v zime. To lze statisticky vyjadHt vzorcem P < 0,05 poctu pravdepodobnosti. U dna 
byla koncentrace kysliku vZdy nizsi nez v hornich vrstvach. To muze byt vysvetleno jako 
skutecnost, ze je zde casto pozorovano vycerpani kysliku pro okysliceni usazenin u dna 
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a vrchni vrstva je nekdy v zime charakterizovana fotosyntetiekym provzdusnenim - roz
mnozovanim ras pnmo pod ledem. 

Pn rozboru hydrologickeho rezimu a trvani a sily ledove pokryvky muzeme dospet k ne
kterym zaverum 0 regulaci lirovne vody. Pozadavky rybarstvi, zemediHstvi, rekreace a plav
by musi vzit v livahu stanoveni regulace systemu. Jezero Vtirts s sirokou odtokovou oblas
ti a nevhodnymi odtokovymi podminkami a melkymi brehy je komplikovanym objektem re
gulace lirovne vody. Zvazeni techto duvodu a podminek regulace stavu vody muze usmernit 
vyznam hydrologickych faktoru do urcite miry, ale ty zustavaji hlavni,a ty, dokonce i kdyz 
je uroveii vody regulovana, urcuji moznosti spravy jezera. 

Nasledujici cfle mohou byt dosazeny: snizenijak rocnmo, tak dlouhodoMho kolisani sta
vu vody, predchazeni snizeni stavu vody a udrzeni stavu vody tak vysoko jak je to mozne, 
zvyseni miry zaplavovani tak, aby byly zaplavovany louky, tj. stay vody musi prevysit 
34,4 m, regulacf maximaIniho stavu vody predchazet odhadovanemu pnrozenemu maximu, 
aby se predeslo zaplavovani budov a silnie. 

Vypocet odtoku potvrdil, ze nucena regulace lirovne jezera Vtirts neni mozna, protoze by 
to vyzadovalo mnohem lepsi odtokove podminky. Bylo testovano devatenact scenaru regu
lace, ve kterych se minimalni stay vody pohyboval od 33,0 do 33,7 m, maximalni stay od 
34,0 do 34,8 m a rozdil mezi minimalnim a maximaInim stavem od 0,6 do 1,8 m. 

Blokovani odtoku by bylo mozne, aby se predeslo snizeni stavu vody pod miru minimal
ni hodnoty, avsak stay vody by mohl byt vyssi nez zadoucf v letech s velkymi srazkovymi 
odtoky z pntokove oblasti jezera. Snizeni miry minimaIni lirovne se nedoporucuje, protoze 
by vedlo nejen ke snizeni maximaIni lirovne 0 30-50 cm v suchych letech, ale dokonce 0 5 cm 
v destivych letech. Regulovana maximaIni liroveii muze byt nizsi nez maximum v suchych 
letech a pozdeji muze byt prekrocena v destivych letech. 

Vsechny pozadavky by byly nejlepe uspokojeny uplatnenim nasledujiciho schematu re
gulace: naplneni jezera v dubnu-kvetnu, kdy je regulacni zanzeni easteene uzavreno. Sni
zovani stavu vody zahajit v druhe polovine kvetna na miru maximaIniho odtoku urcovanou 
odtokovymi podminkami az dosahne minimaIni miry (zpravidla v zan). Stay vody by se mo
hI mirne zvysit v listopadu a prosinci. V letech, kdy jezero nelze regulovat kvuli systemu 
prutoku nebo kvuli nadmernemu pntoku, regulaeni zarizeni by melD byt uzavreno a zave
den pl'irozeny rezim. Bylo by rozumne zachovat minimaIni stay 33,7 m, ktery je dlouhodo
bym prumerem a na ktery muze byt snizen. V nejvetsim poctu pnpadu (75 % let). Regulo
vany maximaIni stay vody by mohl byt 34,8 m, pri cemz by se maximalne mohl zvysit na 
35,6 m. 

V dusledku regulaenich opatreni by se dynamika stavu vody prilis nezmenila. N asledo
val a by pnrozeny vzor, ale postupovala by na vyssi lirovni a meIa by mensi amplitudu. Mi
moradne vysoky stay by prekracoval pnrozene maximum pouze 0 1 %, protoze prirozeny 
stay by einil 35,5 m a regulovany stay 35,6 m. Roeni amplituda kolisani stavu vody by se 
snizila 0 0,3 m (z 1,4 m na 1,1 m) rocni amplituda maxima 0 vice nez 1 m. 

Obr. 1 - Mapa polohy jezera Vtirts 
Obr. 2 - Dlouhodobe zmeny rocniho maximalnmo a minimalniho stavu vody v jezere Vtirts 
Obr. 3 - Spektrum rocniho minimalniho stavu vody 
Obr. 4 - DlouhodoM rady a linearni trendy trvani klimatickych sez6n jezera Vtirts 
Obr. 5 - Vzajemne vztahy mezi rocnimi srazkami v povodi a stavem vody v jezere 
Obr. 6.- Z8.kladni schema vlivu zimnich hydrologickych faktoru na morfometrii a ekologic

ke podminky melkeho jezera 
Obr. 7 - Ph1dady pohybliveho objemu vody jezera Vtirts pl'i ruznem stavu vody a ruzne si

Ie ledu 
Obr. 8 - DlouhodoM zmeny objemu vody a ledu (106 m3) behem roenmo maxima sily ledu 
Obr. 9 - Vzajemny vztah mezi charakteristikami ledove pokryvky a zimni minimaIni lirov

ni rozpusteneho obsahu kysliku (mg/l) ve vode: vlevo - trvani (dny), vpravo - sila 
ledu (cm) v letech 1968-2000 

Obr. 10 -Vzajemny vztah mezi charakteristikou ledove pokrYvky a mezi stavem vody v zi
me. 
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